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Abstract 

The overall goal of this project is to make the management of a large number of 

instruments easy at the Halmstad University workshop. An increase in the number 

of items borrowed needs to be managed. A lab instruments management system is 

developed and applied to manage the tools and instruments. The focus of the 

software is on managing information on borrowed instruments. The methods used 

come from the field of Java web application and include the methods object oriented 

programming, MySQL database, three-tier architecture and model-view-controller 

design pattern. 

The development of the management system is based on four features. Two features 

are maintenance of basic information of borrowers and instruments. The results 

showed that administrators can add, modify, delete, and query information of 

borrowers and instruments through web pages. The third feature is to borrow 

instruments, return instruments and to extend borrowing time. The last feature is to 

show statistics.  

The management system of instruments provides a multi-user platform for allowing 

the administrators to maintain user information and instrument information and 

helps the borrower to borrow, return and extend borrowing time. Simple statistical 

functions are implemented. 
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1. Introduction     

1.1 Background                                   

There has been a world-wide popularization of using computers as a kind of tool for 

managing information. The development of Internet has increased the use of 

business application, home networking and mobile users [1]. 

People's quality of life and working environment has become increasingly 

demanding. The use of tools and instruments has become a necessity for students at 

Halmstad University when performing experiments and doing research. There are a 

large number of tools and instruments at the Halmstad University workshop.  
Students and teachers have a variety of different options for borrowing instruments. 

Moreover, in order to manage the large number of instruments a workshop exists. 

With significant increase in the number of instruments the management of tools and 

instruments has become difficult. How to make the management of instruments 

easy is an important question at Halmstad University.  

1.2 Problem description 

In Halmstad University, the manager of the workshop is facing an increase in the 

number of items borrowed. The information on borrowed items and the return of 

items is today stored manually. All information is presented on a memo such as on 

paper or Microsoft Excel. 

The following problems exist in the management of the lab instruments: 

1. Lack of functionality for searching items and inefficiency when storing 

information of borrowed items. 

The information of borrowed items is increasing. Manual search is a difficult 

problem. It is hard to retrieve information of borrowed items and borrowers 

instantly. 

2. Heavy workload during manual handling 

The large number of borrowed items needs to be stored on the paper. 

Mistakes such as lost tools are unavoidable.  

3. Difficult to compute statistics of borrowed items, delayed updating of 

information for borrowing instruments.   

The lab instruments records are updated and modified with the development of 

technology and changing education requirements. It is hard to calculate statistics 

http://dict.cn/manual
http://dict.cn/searching
http://dict.cn/mistakes
http://dict.cn/are
http://dict.cn/unavoidable
http://dict.cn/delayed
http://dict.cn/updating
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because of the large number of instruments and due to wear. This problem will be 

more seriously as the workshop increase in size.  

The thesis describes the characteristics of a system for managing borrowed items 

and analyzes the key points in such system. By developing a system beneficial for 

managing the instruments the users and manager have a convenient way to manage 

borrowed items. 

1.3 Project objectives and scope 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop software that helps the manager to 

efficiently manage borrowed instruments and tools. The software should work on a 

structure of two user classes:  borrower and administrator. The objectives of the 

software are the following: 

The system shall provide a platform for the borrower. Borrowers can query 

instruments they need from the system, submit an application to the administrator 

for borrowing an instrument and then get a return time for the instruments. They 

can also check the status of their own borrow instruments. Instruments are 

identified by a barcode printed by the administrator. 

The Administrator is another important user of the system. Administrators can add 

a new borrower, update information of existing users. Information of instruments 

can also be maintained by administrators through the system. The administrator 

helps the borrower to set the time span that borrower want for borrowing an 

instrument. Statistical functions shall be developed for the administrator to get the 

information conveniently. 

The following is what the software will not do: Print barcodes for instruments. 

Detect instruments that have not been returned in time and automatically send a 

fine. The normal user (borrower) cannot register through the system. This shall be 

done via the administrator. 

 

1.4 Outline 

The outline of this thesis is: First, in chapter 2 existing solution are analyzed. Theory 

is the third chapter. It contains methodology and technologies that are used in 

developing the lab instrument management system. The technologies include 

MoSCoW, model-view-controller, three-tier architecture, server setup, object 

oriented program, Java, Java server page, servlet, JavaBean, Java data base 

connectivity, data access object and method of development. The forth chapter is the 

results that describe the requirements of the lab instrument management system, 

http://dict.cn/beneficial
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design of the system, database and test report. The conclusion is the fifth chapter. 

The discussion is sixth chapter which describe the multi-threading mechanism of 

servlet, the exception handling and valid the data that user input.  
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2. Analysis of existing solutions 
An important aspect of this work is the analysis of existing solutions for managing 

borrowed items. The current manual approach is explained. Approaches based on 

software is also analyzed and compared.  

2.1 Manual approach 

The current manual approach for a student, teacher or researcher to borrow and 

return instruments or tools is described in this section. The steps of borrowing an 

instrument are described by Figure 1. Figure 2 describes the steps of returning 

instruments. 

                         

Confirm user and 
instrument information

Start

user card
workshop

Record info

Success 

Save loan inforamtion Paper

End
 

Figure 1 - Manual borrow instruments 

A borrower goes to the workshop and would like to borrow an instrument with the 

help from the administrator. The administrator first checks borrower information if 

the borrower is a Halmstad university student or teacher through the borrower’s 

card. The requested instrument is found by manual search in the workshop. After 

the previous step the administrator stores information such as user id, borrowing 

time period on paper. 
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check

Start

User card

Update loan info

Success 

Save loan inforamtion

Paper

End
 

Figure 2 - Manual return instruments 

A borrower goes to the workshop with instruments for return. The administrator 

first checks borrower information through the borrower’s card and then finds the 

record of borrowed instruments.  After the previous step administrator update the 

borrowed instrument information on paper. 

Without the help of computer software, it is inefficient to deal with a large number 

of borrowed items and borrowers. People cannot guarantee the data consistency so 

we need a system to help administrator to manage borrowed instruments.  

2.2 Software based approach 

In this part, two software based approaches to manage the borrowed instrument 

are discussed. 

2.2.1 Excel 

Microsoft Excel is a commercial spreadsheet application. It includes features such as 

calculation and statistical tools. Excel is popular office software. It is a possible 

approach to store the user information, instruments information and message for 

borrowing instruments.  

2.2.2 Library-Management-System  

Library management system [2] is a commercial open source system that provides 

features such as login, add categories, add and remove books, search, borrow, and 

return. Language used is C# and database server is SQL server 2000. The Figure 3 is 

the main administrator interface. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commercial_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spreadsheet
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The administrator has access to extra functionalities like add category, add/remove 

books. These functionalities cannot be done by borrower that registers. Password 

encryption is used in order to ensure the safety of the user and administrator 

information. This system is built on basic client-server pattern for borrowed books. 

Administrator must install the software before running the system. 

2.3 Conclusions  

Whatever approach used, maintenance of user information and instruments is the 

basic functionality for a management system. Features such as borrow, return and 

extend borrowing time are the core of the system. The three approaches are 

compared in terms of the criteria in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Comparison of three methods 

 Multi-user Search easily Statistic Simple 

Manual no no no no 

Excel no limited yes limited 

Library-management-system no yes yes yes 

 

The criteria are: 

Multi-user: The system provides a platform for both administrators and borrowers.  

Figure 3 - Library management system 
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Search easily: The system provides an approach to help user conveniently query 

the information they want. 

Statistics: The system provides some commonly statistical features such as the top 

ten borrowed instruments.  

Simple: The administrator only needs the bar-code and user’s card to store a 

borrowed instrument. In addition, the administrator does not need to care about 

whether the instrument is in lab or not. 

The manual approach is not suitable for managing lab instrument. Excel has 

limitations managing lab instruments. Library-management-system is easy to use 

and provide search and statistical functions.  The lab instrument system should 

implement multi-user and support search easily, statistic and borrow easily.  

Further, to make the management system give a better user experience and security, 

which users can conveniently check their own borrowed information of instrument 

anytime and anywhere.  A way to implement such a solution is to use a dynamical 

website to build it, which is described in the next chapter.  
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3. Theory 
The main technology used for developing a lab management system is described in 

this chapter.  

3.1 Browser-Server model  

The proposed lab instrument management system is based on the browser-server 

model. User access specified web page through a browser and the server complete 

the request depending on the user action. It is necessary to describe how the web 

browsers communicate with remote servers. Therefore the HTTP protocol is 

introduced which is the protocol in the browser-server communication model. 

HTTP contains the rules by which the browser and the server exchange information.  

HTTP is a request-response protocol. The web browser acts as a client. Hosts that 

keep an application or some resource act as the server. The client initiates a request 

to the server and then the server, according to the request information, reply with 

the requested resource such as image, html files and so on. 

HTTP, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol [3], is a protocol that is used to transfer data 

on the Web. Before any communication occurs, the connection between the browser 

and the server is established that is illustrated by Figure 4.  

 

     Figure 4- communication between client and server 

The process client and server: [3] 

1. Client: Connect request 

2. Server: send acknowledge 

3. Client: Request for data 

4. Server: Reply 

5. Client:  Disconnect 

6. Server: Disconnect 
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The client sends a request to establish a connection with server. The server sends 

back an acknowledgement (ACK). The client begins to communicate with the server 

and exchange data by sending a request and get a reply. The next step is for the 

client to disconnect with the server. The server-side responses to the client request 

with an acknowledgement. The communication between client and server is now 

over.  

The applications based on browser-server Structure provide a convenient way for 

user to assess the resource on server. The client requires only a browser. There’s no 

need to download or install anything. The user interface is presented through the 

browser. The main business logic is provided by the server. With the rise of Internet 

technology, browser-Server mode is now mature software system architecture. 

The lab instrument management system is based on browser-server mode. Users 

and administrator does not need to install anything on their own computer to 

borrow instrument. It is a good solution which frequently leads to a rich user 

experience. 

3.2 Database modeling 

A database is a collection of data that is organized so that it can easily be accessed 

and managed. The collected information could be in any number of formats such as 

graphic, audio, text, date and so on. In this section we discuss the MySQL database, 

structured query language (SQL) and normalization of databases. 

3.2.1 Structured Query Language  

SQL [4] is an abbreviation for Structured Query Language. It is a programming 

language designed for communicating with a database. SQL statements are used to 

perform tasks such as update data in a database or retrieve data from a database.  

Functionally, SQL language can be divided into four parts in Table 2: 

Table 2 - SQL key words 

Function Syntax 

Data query SELECT 

Data definition CREATE，DROP 

Data manipulation INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE 

Data control GRANT,REVOKE 

The most common operation in SQL is the data query, which is performed with the 

“SELECT” statement.  
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3.2.2 MySQL 

The MySQL [5] database has become the world most popular open source database 

because of its high performance, high reliability and ease of use. It is free to use and 

user can even modify the source code. MySQL is a relational client-server database 

system. It is secure and stable for most applications. 

3.2.3 Database normalization 

Database normalization [6] is the process of organizing data in the database. The 

objective of database normalization is of reduce redundancy and inconsistency 

according to rules. Data redundancy can be called data duplication that means that 

the same data is stored in different places. Redundant data waste disk space. Data 

redundancy leads to data inconsistency. 

If the data that is stored in more than one place it must be updated, the data must be 

updated in the same way in all locations. If the data is stored in only one table, it is 

easier to change data in database. Redundant data means that the data exists in 

more than one place on database. It is possible to miss one or more places where 

data in should be updated. So the inconsistent data is not good for the database. 

There are a few rules for database to reduce redundancy and inconsistency. The 

rules are called normal form. 

First normal form rules 

A primary key is a unique identifier for each row in table. Reduce repeated groups in 

one table as much as possible. Create one table for each set of related information. 

Every table must have an identifier as primary key. 

Second normal form rules 

Second normal form is based on the first normal form. A foreign key is a referential 

constraint between two tables. Build separate tables for a set of information that 

appear in multi-row in a table and then add a primary key for this table and relate 

these tables with foreign key.   

Third normal form rules 

Third normal form is based on second normal form. Make every fields depend on 

the primary key. Reduce the fields that depend on non-primary key. 

Normalizing to the third normal forms will avoid the redundant and inconsistent 

data in database. So it is generally agreed that the database is properly normalized. 

Most databases are in third normal form. 
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3.2.4 Conclusions 

MySQL community server software is freely downloadable database server software. 

So it is a good choice for development of a lab instrument management system due 

to the free availability. Moreover, due to reduce redundancy and inconsistency in 

database all the tables should be concluded to the third normal form.  

3.3 Software design 

The software design phase is an important stage for the software development. It is 

a process that manages the software requirements. The goal of software design is to 

design the architecture of the system and describe how to complete the scheduled 

tasks. In web development, Three-tier architecture and MVC is the most common 

design pattern. This design pattern makes developer break down workflow into 

multiple packages, which are easier to read, test, and maintain. We start to 

introduce MoSCoW and UML that used to describe the requirements.  

3.3.1 MoSCoW and Unified Modeling Language  

MoSCoW [7] is a method to confirm the requirements of system. It divides the 

requirements into four levels of significance in requirements.  

MUST-requirements must be satisfied in final version. 

SHOULD-requirements should be included in the final version if it is possible. 

COULD-requirements are considered but not necessary. 

WON’T-requirements will not be implemented in the final version.  

The UML (unified modeling language) [8] is a visual language to model the system 

by use of diagrams. It is usually used to design system and illustrate the 

requirements. In generally, The MoSCoW is followed by UML. 

3.3.2 Model-View-Controller 

In software engineering, MVC(Model–View–Controller) [9] is a design pattern that 

splits the application into three components: the Model (handle user request), the 

View (user interface) and the Controller (user request and response). The 

relationship between three components is illustrated by Figure 5. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_logic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_input
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ControllerView

ModelState query

State change

View choice

Inform changes

User request

Function call Event
 

Figure 5 - MVC model 

Model- deals with data from the controller and models are responsible for 

interacting with the database. 

View- acts as interface and management of the display information 

Controller- figures out which view the server needs to response to the client and 

call the appropriate models  

User requests are received by the controller. The controller determines which 

model that is called to handle the request. The model deals with the corresponding 

business logic under the user request and return the data result. At last, the 

controller calls the view to format the result data that returned by model. 

Multiple views can share one model. The same model can be reused by multiple 

views, which greatly improve the reusability of the code. Three components of MVC 

are independent, so changed one component will not affect the other component. 

The controller manages the different models and views to complete the user 

requirement. 

3.3.3 Three-tier 

The three-tier architecture [10] is a layered software architecture design that can be 

a complement to the MVC design pattern. It can be adapted to any system. The 

three-tier architecture divides the software architecture into three layers: 

Data access layer (DAL) 

DAL is used to interact with the database and read data from the database or write 

data to the database.  

Business logic layer (BLL) 
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BBL is a connecting link between the business logic layer and user interface layer. 

The main function of BLL is to process interracial data between user interface and 

data access layer.  

User interface layer (UI) 

UI is used for interacting with users, receiving user requests and responding results 

to the user. Processing of data is handled by the business logic layer and data access 

layer. The relationship between three layers is illustrated by Figure 6. 

User 
interface 

Layer

Business 
Logic Layer

Data Access 
Layer

UI BLL DAL Database

 

Figure 6 - Three-tier model 

 

In the web development field, three-tier is often used for the development of web 

applications. Actually, MVC pattern is always accompanied with a three-tier 

structure. The three-tier focuses on the overall decoupling, while the MVC focus is 

the decoupling of the web system such as java server page and servlet. The 

following diagram illustrates the relationship between MVC pattern and three-tier 

architecture.     Combination of three-tier and MVC design pattern is illustrated by 

Figure 7. 

UI BLL DAL

ModelView Controller

 

Figure 7- MVC and three-tier 

With this figure we can know that view and controller correspond to the UI layer in 

three-tier architecture, which present the view and control the redirection of view. 

The MVC pattern is not equal to three-tier architecture. If the MVC pattern is used in 

a project with three-tier architecture, the model in MVC pattern should be divided 

into business logic layer and data access layer. In this way, the MVC pattern presents 

a great way to control the communication between front-end and back-end. The 

method is also good approach to reduce the degree of coupling of the front-end and 

back-end. There is no back-end business logic layer and data access layer is 
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decoupled. The three-tier structure solves the separation of data access layer, 

business logic layer, presentation layer.  

In summary, MVC achieve the separation of back-end and front-end. The three-tier 

structure solves the separation of data access layer, business logic layer, 

presentation layer. A combination of both is a common and a good way to design 

system architecture.  

3.3.4 Server setup  

In this section, the server setup is explained. 

Apache Tomcat is open source software for java web server. The Java Servlet and 

Java Server Pages technologies are implemented by Tomcat server. The Apache 

HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain an open-source HTTP 

server for modern operating systems including UNIX and Windows NT [11]. The 

server setup is illustrated by the Figure 8.  

   

S
e

rv
e

r

Client
Apache
HTTP
server

Javascript/css/
image/HTML
(statistic files)

Java files

Apache
Tomcat

Request

response

Statistic 
resource

Dynamic
 resource

HTML

 

Figure 8- tomcat and apache HTTP server 

The tomcat server handles support outside the servlet and JSP, but also can be used 

as a web server. But the ability of handling static resource such as text, HTML file 

and images is smaller than the professional Apache server. Tomcat is a thread-based 

approach to respond to client requests, no matter what the user requests are static 

resource or dynamic resource. Tomcat must open a thread to respond to a client 

request, which increase the overhead of the server. So by using a combination of 

both that Apache response to static resources and Tomcat response to dynamic 

requests is a good way for setup server. When the website face to a large number of 

user access. a combination of both Tomcat server and Apache HTTP server is helpful 

to reduce the server stress. 
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3.3.5 Iterative and Incremental development 

Iterative and incremental software development [12] is a method of develop 

software that is based on a gradual increase by a cyclical release and upgrade 

pattern. In incremental development, different parts of the system are developed at 

various times and are integrated based on their completion.  

In software development, developers always face the problem that the 

requirements are not static. Iterative development can be a good response to 

changing user requirement. Small change of steps in requirements and the 

corresponding implementation is called iterations.  Repeated the process until the 

development of the system has come to an end. To a certain extent this method can 

reduce the possibility of failure of the project development. 

3.3.6 Conclusions 

We have discussed the MVC pattern, three-tier architecture, method of software 

development and server setup. Using MVC pattern and three-tier architecture for 

development of a lab instrument management system is good approach for the 

programmers to structure different tasks. It can also reduce the difficulties of 

maintenance of lab instrument management in the future. For the development of a 

lab instrument management system, developers cannot get all the requirements 

before programming. So the Iterative and Incremental development method is 

suitable response to the problems. 

3.4 Software implementation 

The main task of software implementation is to use computer languages to describe 

the modules designed in software design stage. The computer language and main 

technologies that shall be used to implement the software has been confirmed 

before the start of the development. 

3.4.1 Object Oriented Program 

The OOP is an abbreviation for Object-oriented programming [13] is a method of 

programming in which programmers define both the data type (fields) in data 

structure and the operations (methods) that can be handle the data type in data 

structure. The data structure becomes an object that includes both data and 

methods.  

Object-Oriented Programming method is not like conventional approaches.  

It provides a clear structure for programs which makes it good for defining abstract 

data types where implementation details are hidden and the fields are protected. 

The data is encapsulated.  OOP makes it easy to maintain and modify existing code 
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as new objects can be created with small change to existing objects. This is two 

important features of OOP called inheritance and polymorphic. 

3.4.2 JAVA  

Java [14] is both a programming language and a platform for development of 

applications that can work on multiple operating systems. Java consists of many 

software components that provide a cross-platform environment, which means that 

the programmer write code once, run everywhere. Except that, java supports object-

oriented programming. 

Java is also an open source programming language. It means that the developer can 

learn java source code to know more about internal operating mechanism, which is 

important for developer to develop a good system.  

3.4.3 Java Server Page, Servlet and JavaBean  

In development of java web application, Technology of JSP servlet and JavaBean is 

important. Next we will describe them.  

Servlets [15] are platform independent, server-side modules that fit seamlessly into 

a Web server framework and can be used to extend the capabilities of a Web server 

with maintenance and support. They are application components that are 

downloaded, on demand, to the part of the system that needs them. 

Java Server Pages [16] technology is an extension of the Java Servlet technology. JSP 

technology uses XML tags that encapsulate the logic data that generates the content 

for the page.  

JavaBean [17] is a simply java class which has getter and setter methods. Setter 

methods are used to set the data to fields. Getter methods are used to get the data 

from fields. Java beans are often used to encapsulate objects in a single JavaBean so 

that the bean can be used or passed in other. 

3.4.4 Java Data Base Connectivity and Data Access Object  

The JDBC API is a Java API that can access any kind of tabular data, especially data 

stored in a database. JDBC provides a series of the specification for accessing the 

specified database. Before corresponding database is accessed by java programs, the 

database connector should implement the JDBC interface. Using the JDBC API, 

applications can execute SQL statements, retrieve results and transaction control.  

DAO (Data access object) is a design pattern. It is common used in data access layer 

in three-tier architecture. So that the data access logic and business logic are 

presented with high-level separation. DAO Concrete class defines the common 
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behaviors for with specify functions (insert, delete, update and select). Data transfer 

object is a JavaBean object that has been encapsulated.  

3.4.6 Conclusions 

OOP offer features that support reuse of code and efficiency in system maintenance. 

Java is an OOP programming language and it is open source. In order to develop a 

flexible system, the open source is important. So this is a good choice for 

development a lab instrument management system. In this software we may change 

the database and use the Microsoft SQL Server or oracle. Then, the developed 

software does not need to be changed. The DAO design pattern is a good responding 

for this issue. We just need to implement the DAO interface. So it makes the lab 

instrument management system to have a good extendibility. 

3.5 Software testing 

Software Testing is the process of executing a program or system with the intent of 

finding errors. It involves any activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability 

of a program or system and determining that it meets its required results.  

Equivalence partitioning [18] is a software testing technique that divides the input 

data into partitions of data from which test cases can be derived. In principle, test 

cases are designed to cover each partition at least once. This technique tries to 

define test cases that uncover classes of errors, thereby reducing the total number of 

test cases that must be designed. Equivalence partitioning is allocated according to 

the following principles in order to reasonably reduce the test case. 

Procedures when dealing with a large number of intermediate values are correct, 

but may appear in the boundary error. The boundary condition is where the edge of 

the conditions of the operating limits of the software program. 

The boundaries appear in all data types such as numeric, character, string, email, 

price, size, etc. Characteristics should be considered: empty / full, over / including 

/maximum / minimum.  According to the boundary, select the data contained in the 

equivalent distribution. However, only test data points of the boundary line are 

inadequate. When the Boundary conditions defined, the last one may be legitimate 

data and illegal data with just over the border of must be test. 

In the lab instrument management system, administrator needs to enter and update 

the instruments information and user information into the database. So the 

Equivalence partitioning software testing technique is suitable for testing this 

system. 
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3.6 Source code documentation 

The source code can be documented per: package, class, method, variable and 

exception. There are three types of comment identifiers described by Table 3 used 

to document JAVA source code: 

Table 3 - java comments 

Marker Example Description 

Double slash // comment Used to remark or comment a single line. 

Slash asterisk /* comment */ Used to remark or comment multiple lines. 

Slash double 

asterisk 

/** comment */ Used to extracted to HTML files 

Documentation for source code is important for maintenance and change of 

software after completing development of software. Source code documentation 

helps the programmer to understand the meaning of a class, method and variable. It 

is a good method to write code and the corresponding documentation at the same 

time. Incorrect comments not describing the code properly is not good for the 

documentation. 
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4. Results             
In this chapter we will present the results in the following aspects: requirements, 

software design process, database design and test reports. 

4.1 MoSCoW 

The MoSCoW of lab instrument management system is described by Table 4: 

Table 4 - MoSCoW of development of a lab instrument management system 

MUST 

have 

1. Borrow and return instrument.  

2. Renew time borrowing for instrument.  

3. Administrator maintains user and instrument basic information 

(update, delete and query).  

4. Users login web page and possibilities of check the own 

information about borrowed instruments. 

5. Possibilities of check the current state of specific instrument or 

user.  

 

SHOULD 

have 

1. Borrow and return history can be stored and queried. 

2. Statistics for instruments and users 

3. Some statistics that the records of top ten, instruments in Lab or 

out Lab, all instruments and all users will be presented with excel 

or in webpage. 

 

COULD 

have 

1. System sends email automatically to user whose instruments are 

not handed in within time.  

2. User can order the instrument through the web page.  

3. Print writer prints a small paper for user.  

4. System automatically generates barcode for instrument. 

WON'T 

have 
1. Extended annual inspection shall be liable to a fine. 

 

The MUST and SHOULD features are implemented. The COULD and WON’T features 

are not implemented. Next, we will use UML to describe the requirements that used 

for describe the lab instrument management system.  
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4.2 Unified Modeling Language 

Lab instrument management system supports multi-user: administrator and 

borrower. Each role has own functions. We use the use case diagram to describe 

features of two roles respectively. The Figure 9 is the use case of administrator. 

insert deletemodify
query

loan_history loan_state

top10outall_usersall_tools

statistic

in

maintain_user_info maintain_instrument_info

borrow
renew borrow_dot

back

administrator

sheet

 

Figure 9 - administrator use case diagram 

Primary actor: Administrator 

In Figure 9 the line is used to link actor to use case and dotted line stand for 

extending from one use case to another use case. So borrow tools, return tools, 

borrow small tools, renew and maintenance of user information or instrument 

information is the main behavior of administrator. The use case maintenance of user 

information or instrument information is extended to insert, query, modify and 

delete. The statistical use case is an expansion of query use case. All statistical result 

can be stored in a sheet (Excel) which was implemented using the extension JXL 

[19]. 

Next, the use case borrower will be discussed. The Figure 10 is the use case of 

borrower. 
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borrow_tools return_tools

update_personal_informatio
n

login

query_infoborrower

tools

 

Figure 10 - borrower use case diagram 

Primary actor: borrower 

Borrower has three major use cases login to the system, update personal 

information and query info. Use cases of Query tools information and own borrowed 

tools and own return tools is an expansion of the query info use case. 

The use cases of both administrator and user have been discussed. So we will talk 

about the architecture of lab instrument management system. 

4.3 Model-View-Controller and Three-tier 

In lab instrument management system, we use three-tier architecture as the main 

framework of the system. Therefore the MVC design pattern is used.  The 

architecture of lab instrument management system is illustrated by Figure 11. 

 

Architecture of lab instrument management system
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Figure 11 - architecture of lab instrument management system 
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In the lab instrument management system, JSP and Servlet servers as user interface. 

DAO act as a data access layer. A MVC design pattern was applied to three-tier 

architecture. Servlet act as a controller. JSP act as a view. Business logical layer and 

data access layer composed of model. JavaBean is a data carrier for communicating 

between tiers. This will be explained through an example.  

The administrator read the borrower id from borrower card and the bar-code of 

instrument that borrower would like to borrow and then send a request to the lab 

instrument management system. The servlet get the request of borrowing 

instrument. After that, the function “request.getParameter()” is invoked to get the 

borrower id and barcode. Moreover, the servlet validate the borrower id and 

barcode.  This servlet generate an instance of JavaBean and pass it to the business 

logical layer. The business logical layer calls the appropriate method to check if the 

borrower and barcode are existed or not. Then the data access layer write bean with 

the back time borrows time that is calculated by business logic layer to database. 

The results information are encapsulated into a JavaBean object and passed to the 

view. The controller calls the appropriate view to display the result information. 

The architecture of system is designed according to the requirements. Next we will 

explain the software design cycle. 

4.4 Software design cycle 

We use the iterative and incremental development method to achieve the 

requirements of the lab instrument management system. We divide the 

development of the lab instrument management process into six iterative processes. 

Iteration includes achieving the requirements, design, implementation and test. 

Process of iteration in this system is described by Table 5. 
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          Table 5 - main iterations in lab instruments management system 

Iteration 
number 

Requirements Design and 
development 

Testing 

1 User  
(Insert, update, delete and query) 

MVC, three-tier Equivalence 

partitioning 

2 Tools  
(insert, update, delete and query) 

MVC, three-tier Equivalence 

partitioning 

3 Borrow tools MVC, three-tier Equivalence 

partitioning 

4 Return tools MVC, three-tier Equivalence 

partitioning 

5 Renew MVC, three-tier Equivalence 

partitioning 

6 Statistic  
(all tools, all user, in lab, out lab) 

MVC, three-tier Equivalence 

partitioning 

Each iteration start with achieving the requirements, design, implement and test.  

4.5 Class diagram 

The Figure 12 is the class diagram of lab instruments management system. 

 

Figure 12 - class diagram 

Dependency: Dotted line + arrow. 

Inheritance: Hollow triangles + solid line. 
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Dependency means that a class generated an object of another class. The servlet 

inherit the controller. The “doGet()” and “doPost()” functions that used to receive 

the request from client are overridden. The controller generated an object of Action 

that act as the BLL. So the dependency is a suitable relation for Action and controller 

and JavaBean and controller.  Moreover, a JavaBean object is generated by the 

controller, which will be passed to the Action and Dao. So JavaBean classes depend 

on the controller classes, Action and Dao. The Action calls the functions of Dao 

through an object of Dao that created by Action.  The dependent relation is built 

between them. Class “db_access” is used for getting a connection and to free a 

connection. This class is a member variable of Dao class.  Class “db_access” depends 

on the Dao class. 

 

 

4.6 Database 

There are eight tables in the database and is illustrated by Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13 - lab instrument management system data modeling 
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The table “lab_user” store user information. The user ID is the primary key.  

 

The table “lab_instrument” store instrument information. The barcode of instrument 

is the primary key. The attribute “ifin” in table “lab_instrument” is a flag that 

indicate of the instrument is borrowed or not.  

 

The table “lab_administrator” is used to store administrator information. The login 

password and username is stored in this table. 

 

There are many small tools such as pliers or wire in the workshop of Halmstad 

University. Those tools need to be stored in table “lab_provisional”. The “userID” is 

both foreign key reference to table “lab_user” and primary key. The “content” is a 

text area that stored the borrowed small tools information. 

 

User login information such as username and password is stored in the table 

“lab_userlogin”. The “userID” is both primary key and foreign key referencing to the 

table “lab_user”. The “username” is unique. 

 

The table of “lab_borrow” stores borrowed instruments information. The “recordID” 

is primary key. The “barcode” and “userID” are foreign keys referencing to  the 

“lab_user” and “lab_instrument” tables. The “recordID” attribute is auto incremented. 

It is an identifier of borrow items. 

One user has one login username. One user has one text area. The “userID” is both a 

foreign key referenced “lab_user” and a primary key. The solid line is used to show a 

relation between them. One user can borrow many instruments. The dotted line is 

used to show the relation between “lab_user”, “lab_instruemnt” and “lab_borrow”. 

The database is in third normal form.  

4.7 Graphical User Interface 

In this section, we will show the borrower Interface and administrator Interface. 

Borrower can query instruments, know more about the borrow information and 

modify personal information through the borrower interface. The Figure 14 is show 

the user interface for borrowers which are downloaded from [20]. 

app:ds:wire
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Figure 14 -User Interface 

Figure 15 shows the administrator user Interface which is also downloaded from 

[20]. Administrator can add new instruments or borrower and modify existing 

instruments or borrower information through the left navigation.  

 

Figure 15 - Administrator interface 

In addition, the method of borrow instrument, return instrument and renew 

instrument are presented in the tool bar. The feature of statistic is provided in lower 

left navigation. Administrator also can get the current time through the upper right 

corner. 
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4.8 Test reports 

In order to check validity of data that is entered into lab instrument management 

system, we took equivalence partitioning and analysis of boundary value to test the 

user and instruments information in lab instrument management system. The 

following is process of testing. First step is equivalence partitioning which include 

efficient equivalence and invalid equivalence. Next step is boundary value analysis 

.finally test cases are designed. 

Testing of user information is described from Table 6 to Table 9 

1. Equivalence partitioning 

Table 6 - equivalence class 

conditions efficient equivalence Invalid equivalence 

ID 

first name 

last name 

age 

phone 

email 

8 numbers 

max-length is 30 

characters 

max-length is 30 

characters 

from number 1 to 120 

max-length is 13 

max-length is 50 and @ 

not 8 numbers 

exceed 30 characters 

exceed 30 characters 

age<1 or age>120 

exceed 13 characters 

Exceed 50 characters 

2. Boundary value analysis 

Table 7 - boundary value 

   input        inner point         frontier point     exterior point 

ID (00000001,99999998) (00000000,9999999

9) 

(00000,100000000) 

First 

name 

(liwei) (max-length==30) (max-length>30) 

Last name (ren) (max-length==30) (max-length>30) 

Age (13,116) (1,120) (0,121) 

Phone (0729291388) (8615121002819) (861512100288888

) 

Email (liwren11@gmail.com) (max-length==50) (max-length>50) 

 

3. Test cases can be found in appendix chapter 

Testing of instrument information is described by the following tables 

app:ds:equivalence
app:ds:partitioning
app:ds:equivalence
app:ds:partitioning
app:ds:equivalence
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1. Equivalence partitioning 

Table 8 - equivalence class 

conditons efficient equivalence     Invalid equivalence 

barcode 

price 

Max-length is 45 

integer ,decimal ,rounded to 

two decimals 

Max-length exceed 45 

String and illegal character 

like * $ ; % 

 

2. Boundary value analysis 

Table 9 - boundary value 

   input        inner point         frontier point     exterior point 

barcode (length<45) (length=45) (length>45) 

price (12) (12.6) (12.66) 

 

3. Test cases can be found in appendix chapter 

The user information and instrument information that could be stored in lab 

instrument management system are tested and the system satisfies the test 

approach. 

 

app:ds:equivalence
app:ds:partitioning
app:ds:equivalence
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5. Discussion 
In the development of the lab instruments management system, the servlet 

component acts as controller that controls the flow of the web page. The technology 

of Servlet and JSP have high operating efficiency because it is based on multi-

threading. Servlet and JSP run with a default multi-thread mode. Therefore, it needs 

developers to carefully consider security issues of multi-threading.  

Servlet architecture is built on Java multithreading mechanism that illustrated by 

Figure 16, the servlet is a class with only a single instance. The life cycle is managed 

by a web container such as Tomcat server. The client-side first access the servlet, 

the web container will generate an object of the Servlet class. Then a new client-side 

accesses the same Servlet. Object of the same Servlet class won’t be instantiated. It 

means that multithreading share this instance of Servlet. 

 

Client-1

Client-2

Web 
container

Thread pool for Servlet

thread thread

Distribution thread
 for request

Distribution thread
 for request

 

Figure 16 - process user request in tomcat 

So, when two or more clients access the servlet at the same time, the same resource 

could be shared. So this can cause data inconsistent. Servlet thread-safety problem 

is caused by improper use of instance variables, here a practical example to 

illustrate by Figure 17. 
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Figure 17 - servlet code with thread 

Defines an instance variable output in Servlet class, Servlet service method assigns 

the user's output. When a user access the servlet, the program will run, but when 

multiple users concurrent access this Servlet, first user’s information may be display 

in second user's browser. 

a： http://localhost: 8080/servlet/ConcurrentTest? Username=a.  

b： http://localhost: 8080/servlet/ConcurrentTest? Username=b.               

The result is illustrated by Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - output 

Now, web container start two thread for handling user request respectively. But the 

user ‘a’ information present in the user ‘b’ browser. Servlet of threads is insecure. 

First, we need to know more about JMM (Java Memory Model). The JMM mainly 

provisions of the relationships between threads and memory. 

There is a main memory in the Java system. All the Instance variables are stored in 

main memory. It is shared by all threads. Each thread has its own working memory. 
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Working memory includes cache and stack. Copy of variables of main memory is 

stored in cache. The cache is not always synchronized with main memory. It means 

that the variables in cache can’t write to main memory at once. The local variables 

are stored in stack, which can’t be shared with other threads.  

Through the above analysis, incorrect use of instance variables is the main reason 

for the Servlet thread unsafe. There are two solutions for the problem. The second 

solution has been used in the lab instrument management system. 

1. Synchronized Shared data 

Synchronized is a key word for avoiding multi-thread share the data so that the 

shared data is wrong. Effect of synchronized key word is that the Servlet class can’t 

be accessed by different users at the same time. Obviously, for the Servlet thread 

unsafe situation doesn’t happen. 

2. Avoid declare member variable in servlet. 

We know that the thread unsafe in servlet is caused by the member variable. If we 

don’t use member variable in servlet, the thread unsafe situation doesn’t happen. 

Two methods can design a thread safe servlet program. But using synchronized key 

word in servlet will degrade system performance. It only allows one user to access 

the servlet at the same time. Many users are blocked. So we should use the 

synchronized in minimum degree.  

In summary, all the servlet class in Lab management system shouldn’t declare the 

member variables. Just use the local variables such as the instance of JavaBean.  

In this thesis, exceptions occurring in run-time is captured and handled by the java 

language using a unified exception handling mechanism. Architecture of lab 

instrument management system is three-tier. When data access layer communicate 

with database, the “SQLException” is threw by the Java database connectivity such 

as the error occur in executing SQL statement or fail to connect the database server. 

So, when and where the exception is handled is a problem in this system. If it 

handled in data access layer, the system should pass the ‘HttpServletRequest’ from 

UI layer to DAL and response error information to user. It is not the purpose of 

three-tier architecture. Exceptions can be automatically passed. All exceptions are 

passed to the user interface layer.  

SQL injection is an attack using SQL statements with the input data from the client to 

the application. In this thesis if the input data contains some sensitive characters 

such as “>, (, <,)”, an exception will be thrown. So we should validate the input data 
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from the client. The regular expression is a good approach to validate the data in 

this system. Actually, user can access the lab instrument management system 

through the web browser. So we should use regular expression to valid the data 

both in the client-side and the server side. Java programming language provides a 

“string.test()” method to use the expression. 

We could add some functions and try to use difference technology in the future. 

Struts, Spring and Hibernate (SSH) could be a better combination, which improve 

development efficiency of web application program especially for small and 

medium-sized applications and clear the hierarchy of software.  Struts is an open-

source framework for developing web applications. Spring framework is a light-

weight container decouple the DAL and BLL, the core is Bean Factory. Hibernate is 

open Java package for data access. 
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6. Conclusions  
This thesis focus on how to build a system for administrators of the Halmstad 

University workshop. A system was developed to help the manager to manage a 

great number of instruments. In order to make the software structure clear and 

understandable the MVC design pattern and three-tier were used. Using a design 

pattern each part was developed and tested separately. In detail, technology used 

was DAO, JSP, Servlet, Ajax and JavaBean. We implemented the majority of functions 

that was listed in the requirements. It is convenient to borrow and manage 

instruments. In the function aspect, users could register in the user interface and the 

system could send mail automatically, this can be implemented in the future. The 

source code is described in an object-oriented fashion so it should be easy for other 

developers to understand our source code and extend it. 
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8. Appendix 
Test case for borrower information 

Table 10 - first group of test cases 

Test cases number 

Test project 

Test title 

Important Level 

Condition  

Input 

 

Operation 

sequence 

 

Result 

test_001 

Lab Instruments Management 

Add user, input efficient value 

high 

Manager add user 

ID: 99999999,Firstname:liwei, Last name: Ren , Age:13  

Phone:0729291388, Email:liwren11@gmail.com 

1.start up system, 2.choice add function, 3.input user 

information,  

4. Submit the form, 5.query database. 

Success add user 

 

Table 11 -  The Second group of test cases 

Test cases number 

Test project 

Test title 

Important Level 

Condition  

Input 

 

 

Operation 

sequence 

 

Result 

test_002 

Lab Instruments Management 

Add user, input frontier point 

high 

Manager add user 

ID: 00000001,  First name: liwei…liwei(length=30), 

Last name: Ren…Ren(length=30), Age:120, 

Phone:8615121002819 

Email: liwren…11@gmail.com(length=50) 

1.start up system, 2.choice add function, 3.input user 

information, 

4. Submit the form, 5.query database. 

Add New Record Succeed 
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Table 12 - Third group of test cases 

Test cases number 

Test project 

Test title 

Important Level 

Condition  

Input 

 

 

Operation 

sequence 

 

Result 

test_003 

Lab instruments management 

Add user,input exterior point 

high 

Manager add user 

ID: 00000,  First name: liwei…liwei(length>30), 

Last name: Ren…Ren(length>30), Age:121, 

Phone:86151210028888 

Email: liwren…11gmail.com(length>50) 

1.start up system, 2.choice add function, 3.input user 

information, 

4. Submit the form, 5.query database. 

Add New Record Failed 

 

Test case for instrument information 

Table 13 - the first group of test cases 

Test cases number 

Test project 

Test title 

Important Level 

Condition  

Input 

 

Operation sequence 

 

Result 

test_001 

Lab Instruments Management 

Add instrument, input efficient value 

high 

Manager add user 

Barcode:2012001, Price:30 

1. Startup system, 2.choice adds function, 3.input 

instrument information, 4.submit the form, 5.query 

database. 

 

Success add instrument 
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Table 14 - The Second group of test cases 

Test cases number 

Test project 

Test title 

Important Level 

Condition  

Input 

Operation 

sequence 

 

Result 

test_002 

Lab Instruments Management 

Add Instrument, input frontier point 

high 

Manager add user 

ID: 2012001…001(length=45),  Price:12.6 

1. Startup system, 2.choice adds function, 3.input 

instrument information, 4.submit the form, 5.query 

database. 

Add New Record Succeed 

 

Table 15 - Third group of test cases 

Test cases number 

Test project 

Test title 

Important Level 

Condition  

Input 

Operation sequence 

 

Result 

test_003 

Lab Instruments Management 

Add instrument, input exterior point 

high 

Manager add user 

ID: 2012...001(length>45), Price: 12.66. 

1. Startup system, 2.choice adds function, 3.input 

instrument information, 4.submit the form, 5.query 

database. 

Add New Record Failed 
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